Underline the direct object, and circle the object complement in each of the sentences.

1) Jacob found his wallet empty.

2) The assembly chose Daniel their leader.

3) Ray found the novel interesting.

4) Peter likes the turkey roasted.

5) The very thought of the trip made Tom super excited.

6) The police caught the thief breaking into a house.

7) He calls his mom an angel.

8) We named the dog Browny.

9) They will soon nominate Dad vice president.

10) He buried the seed deep.
An object complement is a word or phrase that describes or renames the object. It gives further meaning to the direct object.

Example: The surprise gift made him awestruck.

Underline the direct object, and circle the object complement in each of the sentences.

1) Jacob found his wallet empty.
   - wallet
   - empty

2) The assembly chose Daniel their leader.
   - Daniel
   - their leader

3) Ray found the novel interesting.
   - novel
   - interesting

4) Peter likes the turkey roasted.
   - turkey
   - roasted

5) The very thought of the trip made Tom super excited.
   - Tom
   - super excited

6) The police caught the thief breaking into a house.
   - thief
   - breaking into a house

7) He calls his mom an angel.
   - mom
   - an angel

8) We named the dog Browny.
   - dog
   - Browny

9) They will soon nominate Dad vice president.
   - Dad
   - vice president

10) He buried the seed deep.
    - seed
    - deep